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Adolescence—Or What? Get That Bound Volume!

Every human being is occasionally attacked by that malady called "Adolescence." But when "Adolescence" manifests itself in the form of paper wads alighting a few inches from the actors in a play, we are at a loss if someone hasn't received quite an attack of this. "Adolescence" is easily recognized. It is the childish tendency of wanting to show off some special ability which requires but little intellectual support. For instance, able to make an entire group of a play, shape it into a glider, and send it sailing across the auditorium. We all did that in the lower grades.

I do not say that we ought not to have an outlet for our childhood impulses to trash things. Baseball and foot-long hot dogs are extremely well suited to such as this, and pop bottles and straw hats are often the objects of boomerang. But at such museums as these we know the king's English. Book, but he wasn't? Verse of The River.

I came to the conclusion that I had better read one through and make him stand for a better Christian life. I will always remember the open new ones. I would have attended Bible classes; and associating with Bro. Armstrong's and Bro. Baxter's entities, many things that can destroy our things that always affects any association. Harding doesn't mind for people, however, some springs up; occasionally you see a group of stunts that are together must of the time, not associating with the student body. This breaks down our spirit, so he's not be guilty of this.

Sometimes we have very small groups, usually quit the mind about the cutout, sit in the wrong, or by a tree. Every day brings the same group and the same monotony. You perhaps have noticed that group of pigeons that are up in the top of the boy's forecourt and are still well, if you have noticed there is a group disdaining branch on the perch that are caging also. I have not been able to decide which are the pigeons below caging lessons or getting into the furthest point of the pigeons. Would be cages would be caught doing some of the things that go on below. Carried to the cages, these pigeons are not able to deforms the influence and Christianity quite that.

Hazing is a great institution and reflects the lives of people in many ways. Hazing has been described, in its let's to one that builds it higher, tends in Christianity and influence, rather than one that builds it down. Your individual influence count!

Joanne and Pauline Rhodes Elizabeth Dwight Herbert

Working as an accountant in Houston, Texas.

"I know you enjoy working there... Sometimes I love it very much, sometimes I love the people. They are the ones that give me that feeling of the place of satisfaction that comes from the type of work you people are doing. Keep up the good work.

Dear Angus

If you could see the books on some of the shelves in the boy's room, you would know that the bookcase is a dabbling business. Any number of the books have whole shelves full of commentaries and other religious books.

Of course, at the beginning of each term there is a "buzz" in the bookcase's business, and an increase in complaining about having to buy so many expensive books. This is all so expected; the complaint is: "Why?" Say, you should have heard O. R. Perkins fame all about the books he had no use. But in the long run few people really regret having a good book.

Our fellow who seems to especially enjoy good books or good looks is Ralph Sturley. Almost any time you see the bookcase open Ralph's looking in over the volumes — now there's something; it's what I mean. Many think the better ones are the following:

It struck me as being rather strange too, when in Bible Geography a class a few days back that Banner Brewer asked to see who was

The war, having greatly reduced the amount of food available, but caused many colleges to plant their own victory gardens. George Pep ple's "The World War" is a good way of getting the work done. Each vegetable is being grown by a social club, group or individual. For instance, the faculty is growing the pole beans. We can try that here at Harding. It won't be long now till the colleges will be calling for their seniors for the last time. Harding College has announced that 50 seniors will be given their B.A. degree next semester. The "Adhe-Tech" of Southern Methodist College has announced that 46 are graduating this May.

Along with a number of other colleges, Harding has also made known its intention to switch to the "quarter system" plan, which is at present being followed by 13 colleges. Those holding sessions of 16 weeks, quarters of 12 weeks will be used. This change among colleges in wartime is not at all unexpected because the commonly changing enrollment of the colleges makes the "quarter system" the more practical. The plan was very common in the World War I.

ANNUAL ECHOES

By Mac Tupperman

You will always have pleasant conversations with any students at Harding. By the way I still will remember that "God and I." In the evenings when I come home from work, I like to sit in my room and gaze out on the tangle through the woods. Ringing the bell, while looking, and keeps me from feeling all alone, drives a given a strange sense of security — it makes me feel that someone is walking with me.

Jean and Pauline Rhodes Elizabeth Dwight Herbert

Working as an accountant in Houston, Texas.

"I know you enjoy working there... Sometimes I love it very much, sometimes I love the people. They are the ones that give me that feeling of the place of satisfaction that comes from the type of work you people are doing. Keep up the good work.

The past week has seen two major dramatic works of the season. The first one was the lyric, "Jane Eyre," on Tuesday night, April 28. The second was the pantomime of the program. The last, produced by Care and Baxter, were played by Margaret Ridley and Beren Maxwell. Maxwell was assumed divinity and Peppard. Margaret Ridley played "Eanach Arden." The second production last week, has had many delayed presentations. It was scheduled to be given several weeks ago, and finally was given last Thursday night at 8:00 o'clock. The scene was somewhat with flashing flowers and with a green force as background. The story was divided into seven parts and students did the different parts. The audience was total unison.

Bill lost furnished the incidental music. The program was a regular event in the annual speech festival. Those in the program were Wanda Lent, Beulah Allen, J. A. Walls, Marjorie Wood, Dennis Allen, and Martha Wellborn. Beren Maxwell was make up artist.

Students who heard the speech festival event, "Hymn Rehearsal," realized as preparation for that much more feeling and more than we usually do. "The Hymn Rehearsal" held last Thursday morning has proved to be a very popular event with the students.

It was the girls’ club and orchestra programs called "Purpose." It is under the direction of Miss Florence Jewell and Miss Tuft. Miss Halsey Rudolpherson presents her student in vocal on May 26.
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Students who heard the speech festival event, "Hymn Rehearsal," realized as preparation for that much more feeling and more than we usually do. "The Hymn Rehearsal" held last Thursday morning has proved to be a very popular event with the students.

It was the girls’ club and orchestra programs called "Purpose." It is under the direction of Miss Florence Jewell and Miss Tuft. Miss Halsey Rudolpherson presents her student in vocal on May 26.

Say, this Wyatt and Christine are together frequently these days. Not long ago they were on the tennis court playing after it had started raining. There’s just about nothing that can be done. "The Hymn Rehearsal" held last Thursday morning has proved to be a very popular event with the students.

By the way, Angus, I’ve found that the perfect way to get to my mail last these days. You see, we’ve learned serving fresh meals. All I have to do is to get my box, and a way is made before me. It’s really quite convenient just before club. That way I’ll be set for every possible pose besides being good with other things.

So long for now, "Yours,"
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S. B. Bell is spending the week with his wife in Chicago. He preached at one of the campuses. Walter Lightfoot, Professor of Logic, is now in Florida. Former President of the College, Mr. A. C. Nichols, of Mississippi, is now in Florida. The President and his sons returned to the campus in the afternoon.
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Drugs few was scheduled to begin Saturday, but tennis got under way Wednesday. Play the tournament.

SANDS RECEIVES SILVER WINGS; BECOMES LIEUTENANT

West Texas Bomberader Triangle, April 22—Huge new classes of young Americans who have just recently returned to school, was one of the partners in the double championship. Tandy and Sharp, qualified for Whittemore and John valid in the last year the finishing.

Sisters Over Prairie Ranges Nearly Equal

In twelve weeks of intensive training, these bombardiers have learned, from the ground up, the art of blasting enemy objectives. They have studied the construction and ballistics characteristics of every known type of aerial missile. They have learned to load and fire their own bombs. In addition to dropping hundreds of practice bombs, aiming their 2000-pound bombsight at targets scattered over prairie ranges nearly equal in size to all of Germany, they have spent long hours in classrooms studying the theories of scientific precision bombing.

The bombing triangle training center, many of the newly commissioned "kings of the bombadiers," will continue training at Army Air Forces mobilization schools, becoming fully qualified for key positions in the strategic combat units. Others, along with other navigators and gunners, will receive further schooling in advanced operational training units. A few, selected on the basis of specialized qualifications, will remain at bombardier schools as instructors.

"America bomberader training has always been the best in the world but today, through the use of scientific methods of instruction and because it is customarily brought up to date through reports from the fighting front, this training is more effective than ever," an official of the bombardier triangle schools declared.

—Viewpoints

New Audience: A selected group in Intramural Speech Festival

RESULT OF INTRAMURAL SPEECH FESTIVAL

EVENT V. EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
Sec. II. Men: Sermonette—Groups V, VI, 8:10-10

$1.00, Special to Seniors .75

We have a Limited Number Reserve Yours Now!

Bound Volume Obtainable now For $1.75

Make your reservations now with Virgil Bentley. Keith Coleman. George Tipps or Bonnie Beth Bergner.